History of Intentional Misuses of
Genetics and Modern Bio-Technologies

May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
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1) War Objectives from 1939 - 1945
a) The political-military efforts of the Allied Forces during WW II were concentrated on their
war objectives: unconditional surrender of the fascistic Achsenmächte and Japan, border revisions, division of Germany, administration by an Allied Control Council, demilitarization,
denazification, democratization and reparations. (Teheran Conference 28. 11. - 01. 12. 1943;
Jalta Conference 04. - 11. 02. 1945; Potsdam Conference 17. 07. - 02. 08. 1945)
Military actions were e. g. cranked up armament research and production, securement of supply lines, invasion of Western Europe and a war on multiple fronts.
b) The political-military opponents were fascist governments, which pursued total warfare with
propaganda, racist ideology, militarism, non-recognition of international conventions, labor/
concentration camps, mass murder and genocide.
c) With the surrender of the Achsenmächte und Japan the USA and Russia advanced to
superpowers in possession of atomic weapons and hegemonic demands. They extended the
imperial policies of the 19th century into the 20th century for profit and control of global power
structures and extended their war objectives beyond the capitulation of the fascists towards
political-ideological block formation with satellite states, new borders and spheres of influence.
WW II lead without a peace treaty in a poisoned atmosphere to the Cold War.
The NATO was founded on 04. 04. 1949 and the Warsaw Pact on 05. 05. 1955.
d) Started was a race for first place in ideology, propaganda, block formation, arms, space,
sciences, technologies, resources, applications, geo-political and social structures and fornication. War objectives began to dominate the peace time battle fields of information, social
structures and processes, culture, psychology, sociology, life sciences, neurology, genetics,
ecology and climate. All means are allowed except direct employment of A-weapons.
e) Driving forces are the political-military-intelligence-industrial power elites. In the US the
National Security Council as decision making organ of the Security Community propagates
aside from the open political goal of superiority in the professional fields also secret policy
goals to cover all civilian domains, e. g. worldwide control over larger R&D programs, surveillance of the total information flow, point censorship of all media, social programming of
political, religious, economic, financial, social structures and processes, manipulation of individual psychological profiles und beyond of demographic structures of entire populations.
f) The secret policy goals are authorized by executive order, though they are violations against
the consent of the governed, constitutional standards and international conventions. Looming
charges against the responsible parties of this clandestine constitutional revolution are e. g.
physical injury, human rights violations, seditious conspiracy and treason. Justification of a
policy and power monopoly by an ideology of competing social systems gives evidence of
incomprehension of God and responsibility, nature and reason, man and maturity, society and
ethics. The costs are first elimination of human esprit with freedom of truth. Achilles heel is
perversion of all God given institutions like human dignity into a morally bottomless pit.
2) Enforcement of hegemonic demands from 1945 on
a) Political-security planning has priority over general national and international interests.
Set up are political blocks with defined roles in international division of labor of the participating global payers for long term block securement, control and expansion. It is enforced
across the collective political and social realities and individual political and social behavior.
b) Undercover intelligence operations realize the policy directives. The traditional goal, to topple an adversary without outer force by subversion and corruption in collapse from within, is
replaced by establishment of a manipulable, stable public environment of opinions and actions
as part of a global political-military-social power network.
c) Technologies are the practical tools of the operational arms. The US and NATO Countries
are the researchers with worldwide dominance in the sciences and applications.
Employment of technological means is directed from guarded high tech command centers.
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3) Arms Race from 1945 on
a) The US Military, US CIA (founded under President Truman on 09. 18. 1947) and NATO investigate from the late 40s in their bio-chemical laboratories systematically naturally found
venoms and synthesized toxins for their incisive effects on the human body. They scaled up
their R&D efforts in the 50s rapidly and synthesized new classes of toxins, in goal depraved
and outlawed to affect every physiological, neurological and genetic function of the human
body and of animal and plant life.
In one project with a multitude of subprojects they research the anatomy and neurology with
coded bio-neuro active electro-magnetic fields of the central. enteral and peripheral nervous
systems to manipulate bio-chemical-electrical processes of spiritual, ethical, social, intellectual, motivational, emotional, sensual, motoric and sexual behavior.
Another large project researches structures and mechanisms of the human genome with
mutagenic, hybridization and recombinant DNA technologies to cause with incisions into the
genotype changes in the phenotype and shifts in the human gene pool. As goal has been set
up the construction of the first 'Biological Bomb' with peace time application to achieve area
covering, graded, tailored manipulation of individual, psychological, physiological, neurological
and genetic processes and with it long term plannable and short term correctable control over
political-social structures and processes of home and foreign populations.
Mass destruction of population groups and over regions is realized over the sum of all single
catalogued, depot poison pellets prepared targets.
b) US/NATO research panels of the military, intelligence and security agencies (e. g. Defence
Advanced Research Projects DARP) develop in modernization of national defence the arsenal
of clandestine, non-conventional electro-magnetic-biological-chemical-genetic micro-weapons
of mass destruction over the spectrum of conflicts to exhaust human-material, scientific-technological capabilities in space, in air, at sea, at land from single to large scale, non-lethal to
lethal, intercepting to blocking to retaliating tools, mostly in intentional misuses of physics, chemistry, biology, genetics, medicine and computer sciences. Their technologies, 4th generation
weapons after spears, guns and rockets, are regarded as the 'key to power' in the 21st century.
Since the 70s about 40% of the US military budget goes into 50 000 'black projects' of
research, testing and employment with command centers and a system of labor camps.
c) By the late 50s, set up were high tech command centers like the US Special Operational
Command (SOC). They are located within security bases and supervise the production lines of
the toxins, storage, operations with delivery and set off systems, a global satellite surveillancetelecommunication system, single agents, groups, fronts, covered operations. Data gathered
are stored and evaluated by high capacity data processing equipment. Microscopically tiny
pellets, containing toxins, a microchip, receiver, emitter and a nano-robot as well as tiny
listening and video devices and bio-chemical-electrical-thermal-genetic sensors are produced
in micro-chip precision engineering by the millions. As depot poison pellets they are implanted
directly or placed on a carrier to be guided electronically into the vicinity of the victim and
pneumatically shot into the skin.
d) Since the 70s, set up was, wherever globally possible, a system of labor camps.
By the mid 80s, research and industry supported, systematic, area covering employment of
non-genetic, electro-magnetic-bio-chemical toxins manipulates the psychologic-social profiles
of more than a hundred million people of all groups of society a year worldwide.
The security agencies of the Western Powers, e. g. the US CIA/NSA/ FBI, the British MI 5-6,
the French DGSE and the German BND/AVS/MAD enforce secret policy goals in their countries with international intelligence agreements and division of labor. They channel from their
national command centers their administrative government personnel, military personnel,
civilian white and blue collar workers and all people perceived as dissidents.
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g) A worldwide system of labor camps serves as the basis of secret policy goals.
Camp guards are employed as spot, walk by, stalk, decoy and hit teams.
g1) Extermination camps: executioners eliminate more than one thousand people a year.
g2) Gas chambers: hit teams spray with concentrated nerve gas thousands of people a year.
g3) Radiation camps: hit teams cripple by wave-particle beams thousands of people a year.
g4) Sadism and sodomy camps: hit teams execute a billion druggings a year.
g5) Behavior manipulation camps: hit teams mass drug millions of people a year.
g6) Subversion camps: agents commit gross human rights violations around the world.
g7) Dissection camps: hit teams test new toxins on millions of people a year, e. g. for behavior
programming by means of genetic agents.
g8) Deception camps: spies record for control of the information flow hundreds of billions of
conversations, objects like buildings, equipment, documents, electronic data and individual
brain wave patterns, genetic fingerprints, physiological processes electronically per day.
g9) Propagating the total lie, in the name of humanity they suppress publication of the unleashing of multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.
The activities of hit teams can be measured by the number of electro-magnetic signals over a
region from a command center to a surveillance satellite to the victims.
h) Top priority is total secrecy with a gapless early warning system to uncover security threats
against personnel, secret policy goals and methods. The issues system and security are
taboo. In image fascism, means of deception are enforced by means of power. An intelligence
review panel has power over life and death.
As facades serve frail curtains like a constitutional framework, illusions, traditional etiquettes
and political correctness.
For total information control spies funnel illegal listening-video devices into every household,
work and public place in the world. Every person is wired up with multi-sensors and signal
transmitters to pursue him in all his prayers, travels, intellectual, professional and social
activities throughout all phases of the day over a span from his childhood to his demise. Brain
wave mappings decode e. g. voices, visual images and thoughts. Genetic fingerprints list the
complete gene sequences of the chromosomes.
Especially covered are 'black projects' also from the political-military leadership to protect
them from exposure, supervision and responsibility, as by the Watergate Scandal 1972 - 76
and the Church Committee 1975 'personnel and mission were jeopardized'.
Public system criticism and any attempt to publicize the employment of illegal listening-video
devices, bio-chemical toxins or a victim's medical-legal evidence is cut short by hit teams with
electronic surveillance, pornographic slander and selection for a labor camp. Also the image of
the welfare state is to be preserved from incisive criticism and to be concealed is the pathologic character of undercover operations.
i) Comparative massive R&D programs have been undertaken in Russia and Japan. Out of the
advances in modern bio-chemical sciences, which are comparable to the progresses in
physics in the first half of the 20th century, the criminal intent of political-military secret policy
goals and security laboratories has realized with B, C, R technologies, extending the radius of
human actions in space, time and nature as man's vulnerable living conditions, new, devastating dangers to man. Threatened to come beyond economic exploitation are further
planetary catastrophes with e. g. contamination of the human gene pool, devastation of natural
land, uninhabitability of build land for hundreds of years and eradication of billions of people
with the possible extinction of mankind.
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4) US/NATO Total Denial from 1989 on
a) In autumn of 1989 the Berlin Wall fell, the UDSSR broke up und reunification of Germany
followed. The methods of the Cold War appeared to be 'justified'.
b) In December 1989 the Bush I Administration (1989-93), the President, National Security
Council and Justice Department gained detailed knowledge of some 'black projects' of B-C
micro-weapons with their designed goal, research, testing, organization, employment and
massive CIA/FBI human rights violations against entire population groups. In February 1990
the US Senate Intelligence Committee obtained a corresponding report.
c) The Bush I Administration, in line with hegemonic policies and a powerful lobby of the
Security Community, continued on executive order R&D projects with bi-chemical toxins. US
CIA, Military and NATO laboratories stepped up their research of recombinant DNA technologies with the goal to modernize the present state of the art by attacking causes and not
only symptoms. Behavior programming, utilizing population genetics, increases the efficiency
with coverage of entire regions and population groups by stable, sustainable transferal of
altered genetic strains to succeeding generations and their economy by centralized supervision of a lean network of undercover agents.
d) Surveillance and suppression of groups, regarded as dissidents, were tightened. In correspondence with NATO policy, all security and intelligence matters in public discussion are by
plausible denial first defused and then with all their fibers surgically removed from public
awareness. In March 1990, some in the Republican leadership pressed the Democrats to drop
the matter and to hide CIA/FBI misuses in their full extent. The Office of the President contacted several national papers to intercede with publication of any CIA/FBI/NSA misuses.
e) After the election in November 1992, B. Clinton continued his predecessor's policy of total
denial. In consultations with M. Thatcher of Great Britain, F. Mitterand of France, H. Kohl of
Germany, all security undercover operations are to be protected from public investigation.
In late fall 1992 J. Mayor of Great Britain accepted the policy guidelines of total denial.
In May 1993 B. Jelzin of Russia joined the Western Atomic Powers’ policy of total denial. He
employed clandestine B-C-R weapons by way of his own security services, based on massive
research, production and stockpiles of bio-chemical toxins by Russian Military and KGB laboratories and tested in the Gulag, in medical dissection chambers of their mental institutions
and on populations at large.
In February 1994 some of German industry introduced industrial toxic gases to reinforce BND
nerve gas operations.
In August 1994 the Government of Israel reaffirmed its support for Mossad operations,
employing nerve gas and bio-chemical drugs.
In fall 1994 the Holy See in Rome yielded to extortion and bribery to drop opposition to human
rights violations by the major powers' undercover operations.
In early 1996 the leaders of the Governments of the US, Great Britain, France, Germany and
Russia reaffirmed their decision to contain the now spreading awareness of their massive
human rights violations by any means, including assassination.
f) On 11 28 1996 the European Commission of Human Rights turned down a suit against CIA/
BND mass nerve gas and drugging operations, violating the European Charter’s Art 2,1 Right
to Life, Art 3 Degrading Treatment, Art 5,1 Freedom and Security, Art 8,1 Privacy (Application
No 33445/96).
g) Several smaller victim associations and self-help groups, calling themselves TI - targeted
individuals, organized themselves in alternate media, mostly the WorldWideWeb, conducted a
series of information campaigns about live tests of military and intelligence B-C-R research
projects, writing to e. g. government offices, legislatures and the press, mobilized the victims
and handed in petitions and law suits at the responsible government offices for violations of
rights to life and liberty by deliberate assault on non-combatants. There they were altogether
ignored, turned down, put under surveillance, infiltrated and neutralized in labor camps. They
are hardly supported by established caritas organizations.
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5) Third World Countries Join Total Denial from 1989 on
Some security agencies of the Third World had already conducted from 1990 on a closer
investigation of US CIA/Military compact weapon architectures and their employment against
entire population groups. From about 1992 on they increasingly counter-attacked CIA/BND
personnel to contain their mass nerve gas and drugging operations in the US and Europe and
scaled them up after 1996 against hostile agents worldwide.
The larger and the majority of smaller Third World Countries formed a coalition and initiated,
supported by Russia, an in depth investigation of the intelligence and counter-intelligence
agencies of the Western Atomic Powers and NATO, Japan, Germany, Israel and e. g. Saudi
Arabia.
a) Main goals branch out widely:
۰ Information about the development stage of clandestine bio-chem-rad micro-weapons.
۰ Protection against threats by B-C-R micro weapons.
۰ Predominance with global employment of B-C-R micro weapons.
۰ Political-military-social counter-leverage against the Western Powers.
۰ Suppression of any attempt towards publication of undercover methods.
۰ Revenge for torture, murder and 500 years of dehumanizing treatment.
۰ Indignation to lay waste despotic perversion of the political leadership.
b) 1989 - 1997 the majority of the Third World Countries retreated one by one from their
pledged support for public, reliable international safeguards against misuses of modern B-C-R
technologies to protect the dignity of man, right to life, basic freedoms and a community of
nations, free of war. Suggested was the enactment of special legislation to ban the development, possession and use of devices, which can manipulate the human nervous system and
of toxins, which can manipulate the human genome, excepting analogous to the abortion indication rule some medication and therapies with informed consent. Instead they joined the
total denial of the Western Powers.
6) Private Defence Leagues Join Total Denial from 1989 on
In the private sector, several smaller and larger parties, commercial organizations, security
agencies and independent defence leagues sprang up out of individual security concerns and
are multiplying with spreading awareness of micro weapon operations beyond several thousand groups. First, parallel to the Third World Countries, they investigated in depth the intelligence and counter-intelligence services of the Predominant Powers and successively those
of neighboring and smaller countries. They pretended to clean up these misuses of modern
bio-technologies and to set up legal, internationally guaranteed safeguards. Only a dwindling
minority held on to a public investigation, prosecution and legal. precautionary measures to
fend off the otherwise self-destructive escalation. The fornication race will only come to a halt,
when each single person can realize his right to personal integrity in court. The majority of the
political-social elites does the opposite. Just like the Global Powers and most of the Third
World Countries they act out of plain archaic notions of prestige, power, possessions and
pleasures. Their operational interests unfold equally into information, protection, predominance, counter-leverage, total denial, revenge and indignation. They are terrorist organizations
according to German law (§ 129a StGB). They are like the governmental special hit teams
unlawful combatants, violating martial law and are not protected by the Geneva Conventions
of international law.
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7) Escalation into a worldwide B-C-R war from 1997 on
The Global Powers, the Third World Countries and most private defence leagues rely blindly
for their personal security on gapless information control, electronic shielding and deterrence
by bestial retaliation. But the apparently calm political surface of image fascism with pretended
ethical-political standards can only be maintained by all round escalating repressions, which
chase themselves in excesses of hate and violence.
a) In May 1997 T. Blair of Great Britain continued the policy of total denial.
In January 1998 W. Renquist of the US Supreme Court took the part to suppress any legal
evidence of undercover security operations within the US justice system.
NATO military security employed measurement of brain wave patterns area covering as an
early warning system against security threats.
In May 1998 the Government of Japan pledged its support to the Western Atomic Powers to
assist in the enforcement of total denial.
In July 1998 on request of the Presidents of the US and France, the Prime Minister of Great
Britain and the Kanzler of Germany, the NATO military security services became broad based
active to suppress the spreading awareness of micro-weapon operations.
In October 1998, also on initiative of G. Schröder of Germany, predominant forces of US and
German Industries reinforced total denial with their own security organizations.
In March 1999 B. Clinton having just survived impeachment procedures in Congress, declared
publication of these crimes to be the world's No 1 terrorist threat. He started a billion dollar
program to tighten up all major US institutions against counter-attacks to insure their support.
The Russian Military agreed to execute assassinations in contract.
The Bush II & III Administrations (2001 - 2009) together with their Allies and NATO and major
Western Corporations tighten up on total information control. Peaceful protests are crashed
with sodomitic bestiality, as Kanzler G. Schröder of Germany operated SS like nerve gas and
poison pellet hit team to guard his office grounds. Their undercover hit teams improved e. g.
surveillance, infiltration, slander, public relations, corruption, sabotage and assassination techniques; international co-operation with allied security organizations; tightening up of government, public and private institutions and corporations against counter-attacks; recruitment of
undercover staff by observation, corruption, extortion and incorporation into a network to
instrumentalize all vital areas of society from the churches, charities, arts, medical associations, economic-financial institutions to the courts and set up a multitude of farmed out, mission responsible but formally independent identification, surveillance, stalk and hit teams
under pretense to clean up clandestine terror operations.
b) Dismissed were two law suits: Staatsanwaltschaft Bonn, 09 13 2000, AZ 50 Js 898/00;
European Court of Human Rights, Strasbourg 07 16 2002, Beschwerde Nr. 6456/02.
c) The Third World Countries and private defence leagues joined the fornication race.
c1) They tolerate the government security services' covered institutions and operations.
c2) They keep a close watch on hostile security services with their own agencies.
c3) They set up their own command centers and networks of operatives. With plundered
equipment and stockpiles, they employ the widest variety of psycho and sodomy drugs and
test any new, experimental drug directly on the population.
c4) They pursue securement of their own networks and retaliation at competing government
agencies, private defence leagues and any hostile person or group.
c5) They conduct along the stages of investigation, corruption, fornication, copying, replication and proliferation a dirty, global high tech war between all factions, each against all.
c6) They suppress any publication of clandestine methods to forestall action by the public
authorities. They do not help a single victim with a doctor.
They do not hang up a poster to inform and warn the general public.
They lie about life, creation, causes of procreation and causes of death.
c7) They operate worldwide the largest system of labor camps. Their executioners sodomize
their adopted targets under psychological terror to death, mostly with the perversity label of
emergency medical care for the victims with anonymously shot in poison pellets.
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8) Growing Public Awareness from 2000 on
a) The governments of the Third World Countries and the private, independent defence
leagues conducted a detailed investigation of all foreign past and present intelligence activities in all areas of their countries from covered operations to environmental damages. They
screened in the Western Industrialized Nations all political-social forces, structures and processes, e. g. their public and secret policy goals, their decision making elites and area
covering single households, especially intelligence, military, government and private security
personnel. They penetrated electronically most political-military-intelligence high security
areas and often leaked show off successes into open channels.
b) In the general public, knowledge about human rights violations of government, industrial
and private security personnel with the most advanced technologies spread slowly and usually
point like. The new threats were mostly not fully realized, in cynicism belittled, in apparently
safe distance bypassed or in bestiality exceeded, but mostly passed on by word of mouth, mail
and electronic media like phone, fax and internet. Some private investigations determined
toxins, counter-toxins and therapies by clinical tests. Active operators, schreibtischtäter and
their tasks have been recorded in lists. Some results have been stored on private, digital data
banks.
c) Whistleblowers publicized violations of law like e. g. J. Assange with WikiLeaks since 2006
and E. Snowden with internal NSA documents since 2013.
d) Criminal activities are facilitated by covered intelligence methods. Information skimming at
all potentially involved parties has become an integrate technical part of organized crime. The
issues protection, control, extortion, revenge and state of the art technology have been passed
around through underground channels.
9) Total Denial and Escalation in the Anti-Terror War from 2001 on
a) The Western Atomic Powers' open and covered hegemonic policies, the escalating clandestine, dirty B-C-R war, the massive human rights violations with torture also against populations at large, added by their worldwide spreading awareness have induced an increasing
series of terrorist attacks by militant groups mostly against soft targets of the US and their
Allies, e.g. Lockerbee - July 96, Kenia, Tansania - Aug 98, Kairo - Sept 98, Beslan - Sept 03,
Istanbul - Nov 03, Madrid - March 04, Saudi Arabia - April 04. The series of terrorist attacks
continues unabatedly. Increasing are unexplained deaths like of J. Möllemann in 2003, sex
killings and offences, amok runs and suicide bombings.
b) After the attacks on the Twin Towers and the Pentagon on Sept. 11th 2001, the Bush II
Administration, having let the attacks proceed intentionally, declared war on international
terrorism and terrorists' control over weapons of mass destruction. In Congress the US Patriot
Act passed on 10. 25, 2001, which was followed by the US Freedom Act on 07. 01. 2015,
empowering the investigative authorities with more rights at the expense of civil liberties. The
intelligence, military and administrative anti-terror forces were restructured. To fortify its 'limes'
against imports of instabilities, civil strife, war and terrorism and to eradicate the Al Qaeda
terrorist network, it forged a global, political alliance with UN mandate and led by US military
forces invaded Afghanistan in Nov 2001, defeating the Taliban regime. To topple S. Hussein's
murderous dictatorship, US troops, without a UN mandate, but with major support of Great
Britain, Turkey, Spain and Poland, invaded Iraq in March 2003, throwing the country into civil
war with daily casualties by Iraqi resistance forces and partisan groups.
c) Boosted was the propaganda against terror, its ideologies, dangers and underground
activities. Addressed was mostly the lowest emotional level. - On the other hand the EU received as long term zone of stability, tolerance and prosperity the Nobel Peace Prize in 2012.
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d) The Third World Countries continued their detailed investigations at home and abroad.
They first rolled back and averted foreign subversion of their political, military, scientific,
commercial and social areas, also cutting off fuel for little recognized fornication as weapon to
degrade the social fabric by internally bleeding wounds. They have set up their own command
and telecommunication centers with a global system of labor camps, share information and
draw on scientific, technological and logistic support from Russia. In first line they suppress
any attempt towards publication of their B-C-R terror operations.
e) The private, independent defence leagues recruit new members, organize and ally themselves in global networks, farm out operative tasks, go for deeper cover in far away places to
erase traces and fight each other, often joining forces with executive agencies and draw under
pretense of security all professional fields, societal institutions and the entire population into
the depth of complicit, sodomitic roped parties.
They way lay in first line advocates of publication, prosecution and public trial of the perpetrators according to penal law to sodomize them to death, first shooting in bio-chem-genelectro-magnetic-thermal-optical-acoustic micro-chip sensors and radio emitters, then pumping in depot poison pellets, then crippling their inner freedoms of thought and movement, last
breaking their physical strength, all under the perversity label of direct help with medication
or emergency medical care for the victims. The spreading awareness of the high tech war is to
be appeased, diffused and undermined, though undercover operations have multiplied themselves into a peoples' movement and already become with their excesses, costs and dangers
in a highly technological environment a political-social topic in all cycles of society.
f) Both, Third World Countries and defence leagues have pumped up with depot poison pellets
all political, military and civic leaderships in the Western Iindustrialized Nations, especially the
personnel of their security organizations and most of the private defence leagues. Equally
targeted are populations at large to achieve psychic and physical enslavement across the
board. As the B. Clinton White House sex affairs in 1997-99 had been induced by sodomy
drugs, former and present Heads of State like G. Bush Senior and Junior, B. Obama, G.
Schröder and A. Merkel are being sodomized regularly, who in a public position have no
choice but to hit back.
g) All, Western and Eastern Powers, Third World Countries, their political-military-economic
representatives, called Global Players, and the private defence leagues suppress throughout
any publication of their undercover methods to forestall action by the public authorities. In this
key point they are all of one opinion, where continuation of the dirty B-C-R war in public view
would not be possible.
An integer, independent institution with power monopoly would break the cycles of hate and
violence and also curtail power as the most destructive archaic notion.
Constitutionality is the aspirational red thread in all areas of society with the essential parts of
a physiological basis, freedom, public discussion, development, problem and conflict solving.
She points the way to qualitative transformations of mental-human-natural products or alternatively to macro-social injustices with catastrophes to come. The vulnerability of man and
nature requires safeguards as legally protected values by the long winding, procedure overloaded, common welfare serving mills of justice with:
۰ Civil spirit of the population.
۰ Surveillance of all positions of power.
۰ Public information about all gross misuses of power.
۰ Enlightenment about the present human-material issue.
۰ Legal regulations.
۰ Supervision of execution.
Long term goal is a durable society with problem and conflict solving, expansion of man's
boundaries and the survival of mankind.
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10) Summary
a) In consequence of suppressing publication of the clandestine, dirty, global B-C-R war with
massive human rights violations, the government security agencies of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
Worlds and private, independent defence leagues are interlocked in a fornication race for
predominance in compact micro weapons of mass destruction.
b) Violating basic liberties, they leave standing any individual without legal defence against
arbitrary assassination, nerve gas attack, toxic drug attack, radiation attack or any illegal listening or video device. In government, corporate and private operated labor camps millions of
people are being manipulated out of their lives each year.
c) The Global Players' criminal capacity has driven these crimes in all areas of life along the
states of investigation, corruption, fornication, escalation, stirring up of hate and incitement to
bestialities under cover of image fascism with pretended constitutionality into gigantic dimensions.
d) It is the right of the people to correct misdevelopments, leading to planetary catastrophes
and to reverse a clandestine or open constitutional revolution and to institute a new government with the principle of drawing power out of political life, the most devastating archaic
notion, narrow, vile, hateful, persistent, scheming and instrumentalizing values for gain.
Crimes against humanity are to be tried before an international tribunal.
e) None of the professional political-social-cultural decision making elites has the inner
strength to roll back its clandestine operations. Truth, basic expression of the dignity of man
with the universal values of unity and equality of all people, has been terrorized to death by
privileged knowledge, technologies and their employment as tools of power.
f) Out of one negative motive, misuse of power, since the last decade of the preceding century, corruption, mass murder and extinction of mankind have become the predominant
forces of history.

(Texts are from Public Postings at Neuengamme 09 04 99 and 05 09 06
and edited 2014 and 2016)
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